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On Thursday, Oct. 23, University President Harris 
Pastides and Columbia Mayor Steve Benjamin met to 
announce the release of EngenuitySC’s 2014 Midlands 
Regional Competitiveness Report. The report analyzes 
economic strategies in the Greater Columbia area 
against eight other southeastern metropolitan cities of 
comparable size. These cities include Raleigh, North 
Carolina, Charleston, South Carolina and Lexington, 
Kentucky.
EngenuitySC is a partnership between the public 
and private sectors that focuses on enhancing economic 
competition throughout the Midlands region. This is 
not a new organization, but 2014 is the fi rst year such a 
report has been made public.
The report itself factors in statistical data from 
Richland, Lexington, Kershaw, Fairfi eld, Saluda and 
Calhoun counties. Each county is evaluated with a 
scale determined by EngenuitySC that assesses the 
five indicators of economic competitiveness: talent, 
business environment, innovation, industry clusters 
and livability.
“Developing into a competitive region is not 
something that will happen overnight,” said Meghan 
Hughes Hickman, Executive Director of EngenuitySC. 
“It also doesn’t happen without deliberate, intentional 
coordination and cooperation. I am thrilled that 
EngenuitySC is able to provide the Midlands with 
a data-driven tool that can shape and mold our 
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Voting is open forBest of Carolina !
Vote using the Daily Gamecock app or www.dailygamecock.com
Enter for a chance to win gift certificates for local businesses, 
an Under Armour prize pack or an iPad mini!
After losses to Missouri and Kentucky in its 
last two SEC games, South Carolina wasn’t even 
supposed to belong on the same field as No. 5 
Auburn Saturday night.
But the Gamecocks, behind some radical play 
calling from head coach Steve Spurrier, gave the 
Tigers almost all they could handle in Jordan-Hare 
Stadium. South Carolina’s explosive day on offense 
wasn’t enough, however, as Auburn escaped with a 
42-35 win. 
“We had a chance. We knew we had to play close 
to perfect on offense, and we didn’t do it,” Spurrier 
said. “We didn’t play perfect on offense, so we got 
beat. But it was almost a fun one.” 
South Carolina (4-4, 2-4 SEC) made it abundantly 
clear from the start that Saturday’s contest wouldn’t 
be the cakewalk Auburn (6-1, 3-1 SEC) was 
promised. 
While most students had a relaxing fall break, 10 
students, including trip leader Tina Maurer and trip 
advisor Luis Sierra, spent vacation in Spartanburg, 
South Carolina, serving with Christmas in Action.
Christmas in Action (CIA) is a non-prof it 
organization established in 1972 that helps repair 
homes for the low-income, disabled and elderly in 
communities across the country. The USC team 
spent all of Thursday and early Friday repainting 
the home of Mrs. Syble, an 87-year-old woman who 
needed repairs done to her home. Previously, CIA 
workers built a ramp for her walker and railings 
on the stairs for safety. This year they painted the 
exterior of her home, including her front porch.
CIA also partnered with the City of Woodruff 
this year in order to complete a special project. 
The group helped paint the exterior of two small 
stores in Woodruff as a part of the Paint the Town 
movement. Paint the Town is Woodruff’s way of 
making improvements around the city to make 
storefronts look more welcoming. Passersby showed 
This fall break, 10 students traveled to Johns 
Island, South Carolina, in order to assist in building 
a house as an alternative fall break for Sea Island 
Habitat for Humanity. The group left Wednesday 
at 8 p.m. and arrived back on campus late Saturday 
afternoon.
Sea Island Habitat for Humanity is part of a global, 
nonprofi t housing organization whose mission is to 
build homes, communities and hope. Sea Island 
Habitat for Humanity is dedicated to eliminating 
substandard housing locally and worldwide through 
constructing, rehabilitating and preserving homes, 
advocating for fair and just housing policies and by 
providing training and access to resources to help 
families improve their shelter conditions.
This year’s trip leader was third-year public 
relations student Christina Campigotto.
“I went to Bayville, New Jersey, for spring break 
last year to do [Hurricane] Sandy Relief. I really 
enjoyed it and it was a lot of fun, so I fi lled out the 
application and decided to take the challenge of 
becoming a trip leader,” Campigotto  said in an 
email.
As a trip leader, she was able to choose her group 
based on their anonymous applications. Forty 
applications were submitted and 10 were accepted 






Defense surrenders 551 total 
yards in loss to No. 4 Auburn
 In Spartanburg, Christmas 
goes on all year
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Auburn cornerback Jonathan Jones makes his fi rst of two interceptions in Saturday night’s 42-35 loss. 
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Volunteers paint the 
town red for a cause
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*Approval is based on credit worthiness; existing AllSouth auto loans are not eligible for this promotion; 2010 and newer
vehicles only; minimum loan amount of $5,000; interest will continue to accrue during the 90 days with no payment; $100
will be deposited into your account when the loan is established.                                          Federally Insured by the NCUA.    
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Editor’s offi  ce:
777-3914
The Daily Gamecock is the editorially independent student newspaper 
of the University of South Carolina. It is published daily during the fall 
and spring semesters and nine times during the summer with the exception 
of university holidays and exam periods. Opinions expressed in The Daily 
Gamecock are those of editors or author and not those of the University of 
South Carolina. The Board of Student Publications and Communications 
is the publisher of The Daily Gamecock. The Department of Student Media 
is the newspaper’s parent organization. The Daily Gamecock is supported in 
part by student activity fees. One free copy per reader. Additional copies may 





























If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us know about it. Email editor@
dailygamecock.com and we will print the correction in our next issue.
Copy Editors
DEBBIE CLARK, EMILY MATHEWS, 
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K E L LY E L L I O T,  K E V IN K E AT ING , 
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D A V I D  C H E E T H A M ,  T H O M A S 
DIGENNARO, MICHELE DRESSLER, 
AMBER GRANT, DREW HART, IAN 
PEACOCK, ERIN O’CONNELL, HOLLY 
H E AT O N ,  W R I G H T  C L A R K S O N , 
JOSHUA DAVISON
Potential Ebola scare grounds plane at 
Columbia Metro Airport 
Chemicals found in state park 
waterways
Police believe Lake Wylie double murder 
not to be a random act of violence
dailygamecock.com
According to a recent study by the U.S. Geological Survey, waterways throughout 
the Congaree National Park contain high levels of harmful bacteria, chemicals and 
manufactured medicines. The increase is believed to be a result of sewage leakage 
and runoff. 
Congaree, South Carolina’s only national park, will undergo a two year monitoring 
process carried out by Clemson University. The contaminates, including high levels 
of a chemical (ethynylesradiol) used in birth control pills as well as a second drug 
(carbamazepine) used in mood stabilizers, threaten wildlife in the park. Two sections 
of Cedar Creek, a popular canoe and kayak location for park-goers, tested positive 
for E. coli. 
High levels of caffeine in the water indicate that the chemical seepage originates 
from sewage facilities and septic tanks in Lower Richland. 
— Lois Carlisle, Assistant News Editor
On Friday, a plane from Dulles International Airport was grounded in Columbia 
after a passenger experienced a heavy nosebleed. The crew suspected it to be Ebola 
and notifi ed the ground crew. 
The passenger has since been deemed a “low-level” risk according to the 
Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) because they have not 
had contact with anyone from West Africa. The other passengers have been placed 
in quarantine until full medical tests are run.
      — Lois Carlisle, Assistant News Editor
Doug and Debbie London (63 and 61) were found dead in their Lake Wylie home 
on Thursday, shot “execution-style,” The State reports. 
Daniel London (27), son of Mr. and Mrs. London, was asleep in the house at the 
time of the shootings and discovered his parents’ bodies.
Their deaths closely follow an alleged burglary-turned-assault at Mr. London’s 
business in Charlotte last May. Five months ago, the couple were at work at a mattress 
dealership in North Carolina when three men entered the store and attempted to rob 
the couple before opening fi re. Charlotte and York County police have yet to fi nd a 
connection between the two crimes.
— Lois Carlisle, Assistant News Editor
for the alternative fall break on Johns 
Island.
“My expectations for this trip are to 
have fun as well as encourage my group 
to become more active in service and 
take the extra step to become involved 
in service themselves. I also hope they 
will be more aware of situations like 
homelessness,” Campigotto said.
Upon the group’s arrival, Campigotto 
was happy to say that a l l  of her 
expectations of the students had been 
met.
“One of my favorite parts was seeing 
how enthusiastic my group was to help. 
They always jumped on the job that 
needed to be done, and they worked hard 
the entire time. There was also one day 
when some of us nailed roof paper ... and 
it was such an amazing feeling to literally 
help put a roof over someone’s head,” 
Campigotto said.
This is also a great way for students 
to obtain community service hours. 
Students who participate in alternative 
fall break can receive up to 20 service 
hours, and those who participate in 
winter and spring alternative breaks can 
receive up to 40 hours. 
Alternative break has offered trips 
for fall, winter and spring breaks. The 
applications for winter break are already 
up on the Student Affairs website.  These 
upcoming trips will be Dec. 15 to 20 and 
include Animal Welfare: Carolina Tiger 
Rescue in Pittsboro, North Carolina, 
and Children’s Health: Give Kids the 
World in Kissimmee, Florida.
“It would be awesome if we can make 
it possible for more students to be able 
to participate in alternative breaks 
because they are a great experience. It 
allows students to see the world in a 
different light, and I think it encourages 
them to be more involved in helping 
communities,” Campigotto said.
their gratitude for the work that students 
were doing and shared how thankful 
they were of what Paint the Town is 
doing for their community.
On Saturday, students spent about 
four hours in the morning organizing 
charitable donations, such as furniture, 
cabinets, fl ooring, tiles, roofi ng, doors, 
sinks and tools at the Christmas in 
Action warehouse from stores like The 
Home Depot. These donations help 
to lower the cost of repairs they make 
in Spartanburg. The companies drop 
off supplies wherever they see space on 
the warehouse floor, so it’s the team’s 
responsibility to organize the gifted 
clutter.
As Christmas in Action is a small, 
non-profi t organization, they typically 
don’t have a steady workforce to manage 
these donations. This year’s project took 
a lot of work and power to organize, so 
CIA was grateful to have such a large 
group participate.
progress for years to come. We have 
made incredible strides in the past ten 
years, and with this competitiveness 
report infl uencing our vision and efforts, 
I think we’ll see even more substantial 
progress in the next ten.” 
This year, Columbia found itself in the 
middle of the heap — not quite rising to 
the challenge of a global market, but still 
a comfortable city in which to work and 
live. The report encourages “workforce 
development” in order to attract and 
retain local economic talent. The city’s 
violent crime rate is higher than the 
national average, but lower than other 
in-state rates.
On a lighter note, the cost of living is 
“well below the national average” making 
city living both desirable and affordable. 
The report also notes that 30 percent of 
the city’s population is between the ages 
of 18-40, “contributing to a young and 
vibrant culture.” Additionally, research 
and development expenditures are 
greater than the national average by 40 
percent.
Engenuit ySC is also pleased to 
report that the education attainment 
rate is higher than the U.S. average and 
significantly higher than comparative 
cities. An impressive 6.31 percent of the 
population has an Associates degree, 
while 9.27 percent have a Bachelors 
degree or higher.
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Starting today and last ing through Friday, Oct. 31, Student 
Government is not conducting its regular meetings. Rather, they 
are participating in “Student Government Steps Out,” a weeklong 
initiative where offi cers of USC’s Student Government will attend the 
meetings of various student organizations.
They will reach out to the student body “in order to ensure that all 
voices are being heard on campus,” wrote Kaleigh Thomas, Student 
Government Press Secretary, in a news brief.
Members of the executive branch of Student Government, as well as 
some members of the Senate, are going to be participating in Student 
Government Steps Out. This is the fi rst time USC has had a program 
like this, and is “an attempt to increase the transparency of Student 
Government,” Thomas wrote.
“As student leaders, SG members wanted to share what they were 
doing on campus with other student organizations as well as hear 
other students’ perspectives on current issues at the university,” she 
said.
The list of organizations that Student Government offi cers will visit 
has yet to be released.
“At its core,” Thomas wrote, “this program is a way for Student 
Government members to strengthen their connections with those 
they serve: other students.”
— Compiled by Madeleine Collins 
 SG steps out
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Spring 2015 
Editor-in-Chief, Spring 2015
Apply to lead the University’s
award-winning daily student newspaper,
The Daily Gamecock, during the
Spring 2015 term
Apply to lead the University’s student-run
television station, SGTV, for 
Spring 2015 - Fall 2015
Station Manager, January-December 2015
NOW ACCEPTING
 APPLICATIONS FOR
 Student Media 
Leaders
The University of South Carolina is an equal opportunity institution.
Application and job description available at Russell House 112




Applications due November 5 at 4 p.m. in RH 112
Sexual Assault and Violence
Intervention & Prevention
Student Health Services
In support of Healthy Carolina 
Improving student success through healthy living







Meetings are held at 5:30 p.m. in the first floor lobby 
of the Thomson Student Health Center
GRIT, an all-male group, was created to educate men 
and encourage discussion about sexual assault as 
defined by South Carolina state law and University of 
South Carolina policy. For more information, call the 
GRIT: Gentlemen Respecting 
Interacting in Truth
www.sa.sc.edu/shs/savip 
SAVIP advocates on call 24/7 - in the event  
of an emergency, call 803-777-4215.
The Gamecocks scored on their 
fi rst drive, then the defense promptly 
forced a Tiger punt on the following 
Auburn possession. But that was about 
all the South Carolina defense did in 
the game. 
The two teams traded blows for 
the entirety of the game until the 
Gamecocks had one last shot at 
the endzone: a Hail Mary heave by 
redshirt senior quarterback Dylan 
Thompson that fell into the hands of 
Auburn’s Jonathan Jones.
In the offense’s near-perfect day, the 
unit collected 535 yards and scored fi ve 
touchdowns. Thompson accounted 
for 402 yards and every one of those 
scores through the air.
“When you’re a kid, playing NCAA 
on the video game, this is what you 
dream about,” he said. “We really felt 
like every time we had the ball we 
were going to score.”
The only blemishes on South 
Carolina’s offensive performance came 
in the form of three interceptions from 
Thompson. The two that didn’t come 
on the last play of the game would 
prove to be costly in the end.
But t u rnovers  come w it h t he 
territory when you run the high-risk, 
high-reward offense Spurrier trotted 
out against the Tigers. 
The Gamecocks at tempted six 
fourth-down conversions on the 
day, converting five of them. South 
Carolina also dialed up an onside 
kick in the third quarter that was 
successfully recovered. It’s those 
kinds of gambles that had Auburn 
against the ropes for much of the game 
Saturday night.
“We knew we had to do that. We 
knew (the offense) had to try to stay on 
the fi eld,” Spurrier said. 
Spurrier’s unleashed offense featured 
a heavy dose of the Gamecocks’ most 
dynamic playmaker, sophomore wide 
receiver Pharoh Cooper. 
Cooper caught seven balls for 127 
yards and two touchdowns, while also 
getting two carries out of the backfi eld, 
complet ing one out of t wo pass 
attempts and taking numerous direct 
snaps in the “Wildcat” formation.
Junior running back Mike Davis 
was his typical workhorse self, taking 
21 carries for 92 yards and catching six 
passes for an additional 85 yards.
With four games left and essentially 
all of South Carolina’s preseason 
goals out of reach, fans can expect 
to see more of that nothing-to-lose 
play calling. Spurrier seems most 
comfortable when the offense is turned 
over to his imaginative gunslinger 
mind, and there’s little reason for 
the Gamecocks to take an ultra-
conservative approach going forward. 
Auburn was South Carolina’s last 
chance at a major upset this season, but 
as far out of the SEC title conversation 
as the Gamecocks are at this point, 
they can’t afford to lose anymore 
games. 
Whether it’s to save face or just to 
earn a spot in a bowl game, South 
Carolina still has to fi eld a competitive 
product against Tennessee, Florida, 
South Alabama and Clemson.
And Saturday’s near-miracle in 
Jordan-Hare stadium should serve 
as a better confidence boost for the 
Gamecocks than they could’ve asked 
for as they try to close out their 
schedule on a high note. 
“I’m really proud of so many of the 
guys. Then we had a lot of the same 
guys that struggled. We weren’t good 
enough as a team to win the game. 
“It was almost a fun game, it really 
was,” Spurrier said. “If Jerell Adams 
catches that Hail Mary and we make 
a two-point conversation, that might 
have been the greatest win I’ve ever 
had in my life, if it had worked out. But 
it didn’t.”
GAMER • Continued from 1
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By 1967, the Beatles were done with touring and they 
were solely a recording band working in the studio to 
create imaginative masterpieces that would impact us 
more deeply than any live concert would. The crown 
jewel of the music created during this period, “Sgt. 
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band,” has resurfaced 
in a collaborative effort headed by today’s premiere 
psych-rock band The Flaming Lips.  
Dubbed “With a Little Help From My Fwends,” 
The Flaming Lips’ rendering adds color to an already 
fantastical album. A spectacular, tension-building 
30-second introduction to it all lets you know that it’s 
an ambitious endeavor from the start. 
Compared to the original, the version is spacier. The 
interpretations are noisier on what had been soft tracks 
for the Beatles. “With a Little Help From My Fwends” 
f lows between relaxed verse and angry, distorted 
exclamations.
The highlight of the album is Miley Cyrus singing 
“Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.”  Cyrus sings with a 
raspy voice that departs from her old music and makes 
the transition from pop to something much more 
psychedelic just as the Beatles did in the late 1960s. 
Alt-J must have been privy to her changing image when 
they sampled her on “Hunger of the Pine” earlier this 
year, and this Flaming Lips project is doing everything 
it can to help her continue that transformation from 
Disney child star to hippie queen. With a tone that 
is simultaneously somber and dissociative, Cyrus fi nd 
the perfect way to fl oat mellifl uously over a swarm of 
colorful music. She is the star “fwend” of the album. 
The album goes back and forth between bright, 
sunny pop and heavy, fuzz-driven psychedelia. The 
cover of “Getting Better” provides a mellow relief after 
“Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds”  exhausts the power 
bill.  
The sudden changes in tempo in the album are 
captivating. This project pushes the bounds of who 
belongs in psych-rock. Phantogram is neither the 
trippiest, nor the headiest of bands, but their own 
distinct sound works well in the Flaming Lips homage. 
“With a Little Help From My Fwends” is remarkable in 
The more literally-inclined of Columbia’s music 
fans will be in luck this week. Walter Mitty and His 
Makeshift Orchestra, a folk pop-punk band, will play at 
the Conundrum Music Hall on Tuesday night.
The band is originally from the West Coast. Its 
name might get you to think about the short story and 
now movie, “The Secret Life of Walter Mitty.” 
“Back in high school I used to record all my songs 
under the name Walter Mitty,” Dustin Hayes, singer 
and guitarist for the band said. “I really liked the book 
and the name just stuck.” 
“The name Makeshift Orchestra happened because 
we use a lot of different instruments and random 
household items,” Hayes said. 
One of the “dif ferent” instruments that the 
The Found Footage Festival created by Joe 
Pickett and Nick Prueher, writers for The Onion 
and Entertainment Weekly, celebrated its 10 year 
anniversary Saturday night at the Nickelodeon 
Theatre. 
The festival left audience members “feelin’ tulip, 
totally tulip” and wishing they could replay the 
“Petpourri” sequel over and over again. The Found 
Footage Festival: Volume Seven contains bonus 
footage of the John and Johnny reunion, teaches 
morals like “never take candy pants from a stranger” 
and gives lessons in “Bowel Care 202”. 
“This is the most unsettling show we’ve ever done,” 
Pickett said. “There is mucus, saliva and music. That 
may be psychological torture.” 
Pickett and Prueher completed a 50 state tour last 
year, and the new footage they discovered can be 
found in Volume Seven. The tour consisted of media 
appearances and the ongoing hunt for more unfound 
footage. Since 1991, they have been searching around 
the nation in thrift stores and dumpsters for forgotten 
VHS tapes. 
“It is really a needle in a hay stack to fi nd something 
that is good in the right way,” Pickett said. “But we 
have some gems for you.”
Volume Seven contains new segments such as 
“Chef Keith,” a continuation of their famous yo-yo 
media prank, and “Cybersex,” an instructional video 
titled “Cybersex on the Internet.” One of their most 
popular segments, the exercise video montage, makes 
a comeback. 
“We do it every year because we fi nd so many at 
thrift stores,” Prueher said. 
The film also contains a VHS slideshow, which 
displays the best VHS tape covers they have found. 
Prueher and Pickett have published a book that 
compiles their 300 greatest favorites. From their 
research, Prueher said that it stands to be true, “all 
ninja movie covers are awesome.” 
Prueher and Pickett fi rst came to Columbia four 
years ago when the Nick was at its old Main Street 
location.
“The Nickelodeon has been our home no matter 
where it’s been,” Prueher said. 
Max Clyburn, theatre operations manager at the 
Nick, said that diverse programs such as the Found 
Footage Festival help the Nick offer the public unique 
experiences “outside of ‘traditional’ movie theatre 
movies.” 
“We are stoked to have these guys again and here’s 
hoping it won’t be another four years until the next 
time,” Clyburn said. 
Prueher said that their favorite place to find 
lost footage is in Anchorage, Alaska. The Bishop’s 





Courtesy of Warner Bros. Records
The Lips’ latest album uses a cast of alternative music stars to pay tribute to the 1967 masterpiece.
Courtesy of Riley Hayes
Walter Mitty and His Makeshift Orchestra are a 
band of high school friends on a national fall tour.
Emily Olyarchuk/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The Nickelodeon hosted a festival on Saturday 
that showcased home-style footage VHS tapes.
 Unsettling show sustains
itself by dumpster diving
 West coast band plays music,
basketball on US tour
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Found Footage Festival 
makes a comeback




“With a Little Help from my 
Fwends” A
Release: Oct. 28, 2014
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Label: Warner Bros. Records
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Be part of a Healthy Carolina &
get your 
flu vaccine
 a simple choice for your health
In support of Healthy Carolina 
Improving student success 
through healthy living
$20
Bring your Carolina Card. Cash, check, 
debit/credit & Carolina Card accepted.
for students
for faculty & staff
$10
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Thomson Student Health Center 
Carolina After Dark
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that it brings out the most hallucinatory 
sounds of each and every one of these 
collaborators. 
There is a slight lull in the middle of 
the album, where it becomes more of an 
expo of today’s psych artists and what 
sounds can be made in the recording 
studio. However, the album picks up 
its cheer with “Good Morning Good 
Morning,” where the Flaming Lips’ 
sunny embellishments of the Beatles’ 
work resurface. 
The reprisal of “Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 
Hearts Club Band” featuring Foxygen 
is a high point. Foxygen, one of the best 
time-travelers in music today, recaptures 
the San Francisco Sound and the music 
of the Summer of Love. Having just 
released a 24-track album earlier this 
month, Foxygen combines a lazy, feel-
good sound with unreal productivity. 
Their contr ibut ion to the a lbum 
demonstrates how far the music has 
come, as well as how much it’s stayed the 
same. 
The last track, the sacred “A Day in 
the Life,” sounds more like its original 
than any of the other songs. Cyrus 
reemerges on this song, trading verses 
with Flaming Lips frontman Wayne 
Coyne. The trade-off between tension 
and release, in which quiet succeeds 
cacophony again and again, emulates the 
Beatles almost identically. Most of the 
renditions on the album add a new layer 
or two, but the re-imagining is certainly 
a tribute. As such, it lets the album do 
its work. The artists, each talented and 
bizarre, are just the voices passing along 
the tradition of infusing imaginative 
color into pop music. 
Makeshift Orchestra makes use of is the 
kazoo.
“We like to experiment and try out 
different instruments, and the kazoo is 
just one of them,” Hayes said. 
The band formed when they were in 
high school. It was originally just Kris, 
Jake and Walter (Dustin) at the time. 
They added the fourth member, Milk, 
when they were in community college. 
Their fi rst album “Every Town Needs a 
Cowboy” came out in 2009. The fourth 
and most recent album “Well Soon” was 
released July 2014.
In regards to the title of “Well Soon,” 
Hayes explained they wanted it to be 
different from previous album titles. 
Usually their titles are literal and funny, 
but they wanted to try something new. 
“We played off the saying ‘get well 
soon’ because ‘Well Soon’ is more vague 
and unsettling,” Hayes said. “The title 
gives us a blank slate upon which the 
listener can hear the music.”
All the band’s music is available with 
a free donation, or fans can pay $7 for 
unlimited, high quality streaming. 
“We grew up on downloading music 
for free and we just want to make sure 
that anybody in the world who wants to 
download it can get it for free,” Hayes 
said. “It’s nice to know that a kid can get 
our music even if they’re broke.”
The band is on their nationwide “Fall 
Bawl” tour. They have one month left on 
the tour which started Sept. 27 and ends 
Nov. 25.
While on this quirky tour, they 
challenge fans across the country to fi ve-
on-five or three-on-three basketball. 
T he  ba nd ha s  gone  u ndefeated 
throughout the tour and are looking for 
the next competition.
“If anyone in Columbia is interested, 
we’re down to play,” Hayes said.
DG
DG
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goldmine.” Salvation Army is their go-to 
thrift store when traveling in any state. 
Prueher and Pickett also accept VHS 
tapes from their audiences. 
“People will sometimes come up to us 
after shows and give us tapes,” Pickett 
said. A reel of behind the scenes footage 
of news anchors, Koin 6, was shared with 
the festival by an audience member and 
can be found in Volume Seven. 
The new DVD can be purchased for 
$18 and the book is available for $14. 
Prueher encouraged audience members 
to, “tell your friends about the great 
time you had. Tell them to come.” The 
Found Footage Festival will continue to 
travel across the nation to promote the 
new volume. The tour schedule can be 
found on http://www.foundfootagefest.
com/tour/.
NICKELODEON • Continued from 4
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As a 21-year-old white woman f rom a 
suburban town in Upstate New York, I could 
tell you of very few racist experiences in my 
own life. 
This isn’t because no such experiences 
existed, but because I lived in a place where 
I seldom saw them. Looking through my 
high school yearbook is like the Kanye lyric, 
“Domino, domino. Only spot a few blacks the 
higher I go.” 
The reason I start my article disclosing this 
evident whiteness is because, though you can 
see it in my picture, you don’t know how it 
shapes my thoughts and actions.
With all the recent media around Ferguson 
Missouri — and other racially-ignited police 
incidents around the country — I have a choice: 
I can choose to believe such incidences are real, 
or believe that, because they don’t happen to 
me, they aren’t. But that’s just not the case; I 
can see that it’s happening.
Videos are posted almost daily of police using 
excessive force, all in the defense of fearing for 
their safety during trivial traffi c stops. 
Close to home, Levar Jones of Sout h 
Carolina was recently shot multiple times when 
he reached in the cab of his truck “too quickly” 
for requested documentation. He was pulled 
over for a seat belt infraction. 
There was a recent spat between CNN 
anchors when reporting about a black man 
who was a passenger in his friend’s car with 
her two children. When he refused to give 
documentation (which wasn’t necessary, as he 
wasn’t driving) his window was broken and he 
was pulled from the car and tasered. 
The anchors were legal analysts Paul Callan, 
a white man, and Sunny Hostin, a black woman. 
After Callan notes that the law will favor and 
protect the white offi cers who used excessive 
force, Host in goes on to ask a necessary 
question: “As a woman of color, I don’t know 
what to do because this could happen to me ... 
to my child ... to my father ... to my husband. 
What do we do about the inherent racism 
that we’re seeing over and over again in these 
United States in these traffi c stops?” 
When I started driving, my dad addressed 
safety issues: no texting, no drinking and no 
drugs. Nowhere did he have to add what to 
do to protect myself when a cop pulls me over 
because I don’t have to do anything special.
I’m not inherently threatening to a police 
offi cer because of the color of my skin.
Recently, my landlord was doing repairs for 
us. When he was going to leave, I needed a 
ride and he generously offered to take me. His 
cousin was with him, and when I climbed into 
the middle of the truck he told me to buckle up 
and watched to make sure I did. 
Then he explained why he was so adamant. 
He said that as two black men in a car, they 
were likely to get pulled over. Having a white 
girl in the truck and our old refrigerator 
strapped in the back made it even more likely, 
so he was taking every precaution.
I said that I understood, but the more I 
thought about it, the more I realized I didn’t. 
I would never have to be so cautious before 
pulling out of the driveway. Seeing f lashing 
l ights in my rear v iew will never mean a 
potential brush with death.
We are all products of our environments, but 
we are also able to see different perspectives if 
we try. This is one way that we are all the same. 
This logic, if employed by our police offi cers, 
could mean a radical change in our country’s 
ongoing battle with racism.
Over fall break, in a moment 
of weakness and boredom, I 
decided to download Yik Yak. 
The app store description shows 
it off as “a local bulletin board 
for your area,” allowing you to 
anonymously post news, jokes 
and quick quips in your local 
community page. 
The local communities only 
al low you to post if you are 
within 1.5 miles of the location, 
mak ing the app per fect for 
college campuses. Since I was 
spending my fall break in my 
home state of Rhode Island, I 
was unable to post in the USC 
area page, but thanks to the app’s 
“Peek” feature, I was able to read 
up on my fellow Gamecocks 
from 900 miles away while still 
in New England. 
My fi rst thoughts of the app 
were less than stellar. On the 
sur face, Yik Yak looks l ike 
nothing more than a gossip-
spreading instrument with a 
potential for cyber-bullying. 
The jokes weren’t original, nor 
was the informat ion always 
reliable. For me, it was just a 
way to pass the t ime during 
the commercials of the football 
game.
But upon further examination 
of Yik Yak, I see something. 
Sure, my init ia l react ion to 
t he  app was  poor,  but  t he 
reaction was no different than 
publ ic  opi n ion  when apps 
like Instagram and Snapchat 
hit the store. They were seen 
as fads that would be out the 
door as quickly as they arrived. 
However, that’s not always the 
way things go, as Snapchat and 
Instagram have quickly become 
two of the main ways I keep up 
with my friends. The apps offer 
a convenient, simple interface 
combined with a unique idea.
That ’s  t he one key t h ing 
Yik Yak will eventually have 
in common with those apps. 
Instagram and Snapchat both 
have clear intended uses. Snap a 
picture. Show it to your friends. 
Comment on your f r iend’s 
pictures. Send them a picture 
back. It’s simple, easy and keeps 
users coming back for more. 
Yik Yak is still fi guring itself 
out in that regard. The use of 
the app is clear: post anonymous 
messages, “up-vote” or “down-
vote” others. But the posts could 
be about literally anything. Is it 
a gossip app? A news-sharing 
app? An anonymous Twitter? 
The answer is, it’s all of those 
things, but trying to define it 
in that way is the quickest way 
to throwing Yik Yak to the 
wayside.
The key is take Yik Yak for 
what it is. If you’re expecting 
w it t y one-l iners and major 
breaking news, you’re in the 
wrong place. The app is perfect 
for keeping tabs on the activity 
of a college campus. Have a 
question about the new textbook 
rental system? Fire up Yik Yak. 
Want to know which bar to go 
to on a Thursday night? Check 
out what’s new on Yik Yak. 
Curious about what the Bible 
Guy in front of Russell House is 
up to? Go see for yourself, then 
post about it on Yik Yak.
There are over a million apps 
in the app store, but not many 
have the potential to stay on a 
college kid’s home screen for an 
extended period of time. I see 























Personal experiences, news reports paint 
clear picture: police treat races diff erent
Despite uncertain identity, 





App focused around 
gossip useful for one-
off questions
Police need to 
think harder 
about race
Students need flu shots
WHAT’S YOUR TAKE? 
Do you want your opinion voiced 
in The Daily Gamecock? Send 




Flu season is on its way to 
USC campus.
OUR STANCE 
For everyone’s safety, go 
get your shots.
With the Ebola virus making 
m o r e  h e a d l i n e s  t h a n  t h e 
upcoming national election, it’s 
easy to overlook one of the more 
dangerous threats to campus 
health: the fl u.
While we don’t know exactly 
how many people die of the 
f lu in the U.S. each year, data 
reported by the CDC suggests 
that thousands of people die 
from the disease annually. 
Compared to the relatively 
few cases of Ebola in the U.S. 
thus far, the chances that a USC 
student will get the f lu seems 
l ike a much more prescient 
problem.
Like many diseases, the fl u is 
usually the most dangerous to 
those who are very young and 
very old, making the risk of a fl u 
outbreak to college students less 
dire than one at your average 
bingo parlor.
Never t heles s ,  t he fac t  i s 
that the f lu, given the right 
circumstances, can put anyone 
out of action for a few weeks.
It doesn’t matter how burly 
your immune system is, if a 
particularly aggressive strain of 
the fl u decides to hunker down 
in your body for a while, that’s 
exactly what it’s going to do.
The only method of avoiding 
having an uninvited guest set up 
shop in your immune system is 
getting some sort of vaccination 
before it happens.
Just as any enterprising bar 
wil l h ire a bouncer to turn 
away the shady guy wearing a 
suspiciously long trench coat 
a nd  shout i ng  at  h a r m le s s 
pa s ser sby,  a ny  t hought f u l 
student will think about getting 
a fl u shot before the tidal wave 
of sick people come fl ying back 
from all parts of the country 
after fall break.
Yes, it ’s annoy ing. Yes, it 
hurts. Yes, it probably will cost 
you come cash. But having a 
guaranteed method of avoiding 
what might be a serious illness is 
worth the while.
( T he  T hom s o n  St ude nt 
He a l t h  C e nt e r  i s  s e l l i n g 
individual fl u shots for $10 for 
students, and $20 for students 
who haven’t paid their Student 
Health Fee.) 
An added bonus: it helps you 
avoid being the person who 
gives everyone the fl u. (Nobody 
wants to be that person.)
So, for your social life and 
your physical health: take the 
time to get a fl u shot.
“An added bonus: it 
helps you avoid being 
the person who gives 
everyone the fl u.”
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Come see us @ the Farmers Market!
Oct. 28, 9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
And check out 
these other great events!
SAPE & SAVIP: Watch Your Drink Campaign
Open to students, faculty and staff. Learn about 
“predatory” or “date rape” drugs, sexual assault, 
and what to do if a suspected drugging has 
occurred. Music, food and giveaways. Tips include:
  prepared
Student Success Center: Financial Literacy
Gamecock Pantry




Safe Zone Ally Training
Domestic Violence @ Work Conference
Scare Away Financial Stress
Empty Space at the Table
 













In support of Healthy Carolina 
Improving student success 
through healthy living
The University of South Carolina is an equal 
opportunity institution.




8 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Russell House Theater
Open to all students, faculty & staff
Register: www.sa.sc.edu/shs/DVatWork
Keynote Speaker - Johnny Lee, Director, Peace at 
Work, an agency dedicated to the prevention of violence 
in and through the workplace
Breakout Sessions
• Domestic Violence 101: The Basics
• Domestic Violence: An HR Perspective: What 
Supervisors can do to recognize, prevent and respond 
to DV in the Workplace 
• Domestic Violence at Work Threat Assessment 
Exercise
Closing Session - School of Education Panel - Panel 
will discuss the effects of domestic violence at work, 
specifically the impact the August 2011 stabbing death of 
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coming soon...
brand new student housing at
PULASKI STREET & GREENE ST
now: FIND US ON FACEBOOK
soon: GREENECROSSING.COM
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HOUSING
3BR/2BA updated 2100sf 
Shandon craftsman- 532 
Sims Ave. Has bonus room/
office. Stainless & granite 
kitchen, pantry, large porch 
with swing. New blinds, HVAC, 
Frontloading W/D, gas FP, 
Tankless hot water. Partially 
fenced yard. Quiet neighbors. 
$1800 /mo or $1950/mo with 
yard work included. No pets/




Call The Wolfe Co to schedule 





People’s Pawn Shop Inc. 
Seeking part time young 
person, will work around 
class schedule, must be able 
to lift heavy objects, be well 
groomed, honest, reliable, 
and able to pass criminal 
background check. Apply in 
person Monday thru Friday 
9am to 4pm.  See Jon. 1324 
Assembly St. Columbia, SC 
29201.  803-256-1888. 
Email peoples9@bellsouth.net
Part-time clinical assistant 
available at Midlands 
Orthopaedics, p.a. Please 




The Office of Student Media 
is looking for a 
Front Office Assistant 
Monday thru Friday, 
10:30am to 1:00pm.  
Work-study hours awarded is 
required through the 
Financial Aid Office.  
Please email 
kristine@mailbox.sc.edu 
your resume and work-study 
amount awarded.
TRAVEL
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189 for 5 Days. All prices 
include: Round-trip luxury 
party cruise. Accommodations 
on the island at your choice 





































45 State with a
peninsula: Abbr.
46 Traffi c cones
49 Playful marine
mammal
51 Exams for future
attys.









59 Secretly tie the
knot
63 1861 or 1862
Civil War confl ict
66 Tied
67 Empty of liquid
68 Abbr. on a
cornerstone














7 This and that






































57 In the blink __
eye
























Want another set of eyes to read that Lease?
Current USC students can schedule appointments on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. by calling:
803-777-6611
www.sa.sc.edu/student-legal-services
This service is provided in partnership with South Carolina Legal Services and funded through the Campus Activity Fee.
Student
Legal Services
University of South Carolina Student Life.
Meet with an attorney for a FREE consultation.
WUSC
FALL FUNDRAISER






T he  t r ip  o f  y ou r 
dreams is calling. You 
can make it happen. Use 
intuition and creativity. 
Let friends help. Careful 
planning makes good 
sense. Use what you’ve 
been saving. Relax, and 
keep in action.
Taurus
Y o u  h a v e  g o o d 
c o n d i t i o n s  f o r 
bra i n s tor m i ng.  Se l l 
an idea. Color works 
wonders. Benefi ts come 
from an authority fi gure. 
Offer encouragement to 
your partner. Invest in 
your own dreams. Use 
words to mend fences. 
Do what you love.
Gemini
G et out  a nd play. 
Shared dreams keep 
you close. Write down 
your favorite one. Ask 
for  wh at  you  wa nt . 
Make long-range plans 
w i t h  y ou r  p a r t ne r. 
Results surprise you. 
Together, you can move 
mountains.
Cancer 
It ’s a good t ime to 
escape into a romantic 
fantasy. Dream a little 
dream of love. You can 
f inish what you need. 
Your investments grow. 
Clean up, and pack your 
bags. Share beauty with 
someone beautiful.
Leo 
You get farther ahead 
by going back to what 
worked  before .  You 
have what you need, 
hidden away. Look for it. 
Brilliant ideas come from 
nowhere when you’re 
really playing. Sexy is as 
sexy does.
Virgo 
Delegate to an expert 
on a home project. You’re 
at t rac ted to anot her 
genius. Check their view 
against your logic. A new 
technology works. Size 
doesn’t matter. Discover 
a surprising connection. 
Others come around 
eventually.
Libra 
There’s creative work 
coming in, and it pays 
well. Weigh a difficult 
choice carefully. Don’t 
be nervous. Now you 
can discuss your dreams. 
Promise to do what’s 
required. Re-connect 
with someone you love. 
It could get wonderfully 
romantic.
Scorpio 
A  d r e a m  c o u l d 
get qu ite prof it able. 
St a r t  pla n n i ng you r 
next venture. Pray or 
meditate to gain insight. 
Dress  t he par t .  Use 
your secret weapon. A 
loved one nearby offers 
support. Send invoices 
and pay bills.
Sagittarius
Do somet h i ng for 
yoursel f  t hat  you’ve 
a lway s  d rea med  of . 
W hat have you been 
waiting for? Meditate on 
it. Get clear about what 
you want. Things fall 
in your lap. You partner 
encourages. Have faith 
in love.
Capricorn
Une x p e c t e d  ne w s 
changes the situation. 
Fo l low  you r  he a r t . 
Peaceful introspection 
restores  you.  Th ink 
over your moves before 
launching. Ask friends 
f o r  a d v i c e .  C h e c k 
electrical wiring and 
feed your power source.
Aquarius
Windfall apples make 
a sweet t reat .  Share 
t he rewards of  your 
efforts with your team. 
Celebr ate  toget her. 
You’re on a roll, and 
exceptionally hot. Weave 
a dreamy romance, and 
dance your magic spell. 
Get seductive.
Pisces
A n  u n e x p e c t e d 
opportunity could stir 
your secret fantasies. 
Your reputation precedes 
you. Get help building 
your dream. Expand 
y o u r  i n f l u e n c e  b y 
partnering with talented 
colleagues. Count your 
blessings out loud.
COMIC •  CALEB FRANKLIN
Check out our fashion blog:
boots & bows
on dailygamecock.com
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Well, at least it’s not like South Carolina’s defensive 
performance against Auburn shocked anyone. 
With all of the positives that the Gamecock offense 
had Saturday, it’s diffi cult to come up with anything 
nice to say about the defensive players besides that they 
tried. 
“We definitely feel like we’re letting the offense 
down,” sophomore linebacker Skai Moore said. “They 
put up a whole bunch of numbers, a lot of points. We 
defi nitely should have come out with a victory tonight, 
but just couldn’t get it done on defense.” 
Auburn’s fast-paced rushing attack was as good as 
advertised, with 395 of their 551 total yards coming 
on the ground. Senior quarterback Nick Marshall did 
whatever he pleased. He had 10 carries for 89 yards and 
three touchdowns and also threw for another score.
Adding on to that, Tigers’ senior running back 
Cameron Artis-Payne looked good with 167 yards 
on 25 carries and a touchdown. Even junior receiver 
Ricardo Louis made noise in the ground game with a 
102-yard night, highlighted by a 75-yard touchdown off 
a jet sweep in the third quarter where he went nearly 
untouched.
It’s hard to fi gure out why the Gamecock defense is 
performing so badly. Whether it’s the coaching or just 
the players aren’t good enough or experienced enough, 
fans desperately want things to change.
When Marshall ran free off the line of scrimmage 
without anyone within five yards of him, it made 
some wonder if any Gamecock player was assigned 
responsibility for the quarterback. On Louis’ long 
touchdown run from the jet sweep, another wrinkle 
Auburn head coach Gus Malzahn likes to use, South 
Carolina’s defense looked like it had never seen that 
play before.
Defensive coordinator Lorenzo Ward said a major 
plan was to try to keep the ball out of Marshall’s 
hands, and that did not go smoothly, as his four total 
touchdowns indicated.
Ward acknowledged that the Tigers attacked his unit 
in many ways and seemed like they couldn’t be stopped. 
“It had to be a little bit of everything,” Ward said. 
“Even when they threw the ball on the perimeter, we 
didn’t make the tackles. They take a fi ve-yard hitch 
play that turned into a 14-15 yard gain. So again, they 
exposed us every way they can.” 
Moore, who sprained his ankle in Saturday’s game, 
said that when the Gamecocks were on offense, the 
defense kept telling each other they had to make a stop. 
But that never really happened except for Auburn’s last 
drive when the Tigers punted from Gamecock territory 
after already running a lot of clock out.
Head coach Steve Spurrier showed how much faith he 
has in South Carolina’s defense in his press conference 
after the game. 
He said if the Gamecocks’ last-second Hail Mary was 
completed, he would have gone for two points and the 
win. Though, maybe that’s just the Head Ball Coach 
being the Head Ball Coach.
Spurrier shot down speculation of changes along any 
part of the staff in his Sunday teleconference, saying 
all the coaches have job security since they are under 
contract.
Either way, Ward and his fellow defensive coaches 
will not worry about that and are solely concentrating 
on putting out a better product.
“We have to go back to the drawing board; we can’t 
give up,” Ward said. “We have four or more games 
left, I think. So, the season’s not over. We’re going to 
continue to work in practice and try to get better.”
Gamecocks rack up least 
500 yards for 3rd straight 
game despite loss 
 Lorenzo Ward: ‘They exposed us 







Jeff rey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Freshman wide receiver Pharoh Cooper collected 127 receiving yards on seven receptions Saturday night. Cooper also completed one of two passes for 14 yards.
Jeff rey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
A touchdown grab by junior wide receiver Nick Jones tied the game at 35, but Auburn’s offense responded.
Tigers trample Gamecock defense
Interceptions doom Gamecocks
Spurrier being Spurrier —
For what seems to be the first time 
this season, head football coach Steve 
Spurrier threw caution to the wind 
Saturday night, tossing the entire 
playbook at the Auburn Tigers, hoping 
to catch them sleeping. A fourth-down 
conversion on South Carolina’s own 
33 yard line, paired with a couple of 
reverse passes kept the Tigers on their 
toes. The Gamecocks matched their 
season total in fourth-down conversions 
on Saturday night, converting all but 
one of six attempts. South Carolina is 
now 10 for 14 on the season and tied for 
17th in the nation. Spurrier also called 
an onside kick in the third quarter that 
the Gamecocks wound up recovering. 
He also noted after the game that if 
junior Jerell Adams had caught Dylan 
Thompson’s last pass for a touchdown, 
he would have gone for the win with a 
two-point conversion.
Davis outshined by passing 
game —
Junior running back Mike Davis failed 
to reach 100 rushing yards Saturday 
night, but still managed 4.2 yards on 
average every time he carried the ball. 
Davis finished with 88 rushing yards 
on 21 carries, the fi rst time he fell short 
of the century mark since he ran for 
82 yards against Vanderbilt. He has 
averaged at least four yards per carry 
six games out of the team’s eight games. 
Davis’ season-high six receptions earned 
him 85 receiving yards, good for 173 
total yards. The Gamecocks ran the ball 
33 times compared to 53 pass attempts, 
ultimately favoring the pass in order to 
keep pace with Auburn’s high-tempo 
offense. 
Video game numbers —
South Carolina’s offense posted at least 
500 yards for the third game in a row. 
Though the Gamecocks accrued 535 
yards on 86 plays, they were outmatched 
by Auburn, with 551 total yards on 62 
plays. The difference was the effi ciency 
with which the Tigers moved the ball, 
averaging nearly nine yards every 
time they ran a play. Redshirt senior 
Dylan Thompson likened the game 
to the video games he played growing 
up, mentioning that he felt confident 
that the offense could score each time 
they had the ball. Thompson passed 
for 402 yards, the fi fth-highest total by 
a Gamecock in a single game, and the 
highest since 1995 when Steve Taneyhill 
threw for 473 yards against Mississippi 
State. Thompson’s f ive touchdown 
passes also tied a South Carolina single-
game record.
Winning the turnover battle —
While Thompson put up the offensive 
numbers necessary for South Carolina 
to win the game, it was his three 
interceptions that ultimately doomed 
the Gamecocks against Auburn. His fi rst 
interception came when South Carolina 
was already on top 7-0, and the defense 
had just forced the Tigers to punt. On 
the verge of grabbing a 14-0 lead on 
the road against the No. 5 team in the 
nation, Thompson threw a pass straight 
at Cassanova McKinzy, who returned it 
one yard to Auburn’s eight yard line. His 
next turnover also came in the red zone 
when Thompson tossed a second pick 
in the end zone 18 yards from a score. 
The third and fi nal pick is hard to pin 
on Thompson, as it came on a 45-yard 
heave as time expired.
Offensive outmatch —
Aubu r n pu nted  on t wo of  it s 
possessions and fumbled on another 
one, but despite those three drives, the 
Tigers scored a touchdown on every 
single one of its drives. Of the team’s 
six touchdown drives, the shortest one 
covered 75 yards while also putting 
together two 90-plus yard drives. Two 
of the Tigers’ touchdown drives came 
after an interception, including a 92-yard 
drive that saw Auburn knot the game at 
seven in the fi rst quarter.
